Background Subtle differences in chronological age within sport (bi-) annual-age groupings can contribute to immediate participation and long-term attainment discrepancies; known as the relative age effect. Voluminous studies have examined relative age effects in male sport; however, their prevalence and context-specific magnitude in female sport remain undetermined. Objective The objective of this study was to determine the prevalence and magnitude of relative age effects in female sport via examination of published data spanning 1984-2016. Methods Registered with PROSPERO (No. 42016053497) and using Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis systematic search guidelines, 57 studies were identified, containing 308 independent samples across 25 sports. Distribution data were synthesised using odds ratio meta-analyses, applying an invariance random-effects model. Follow-up subgroup category analyses examined whether relative age effect magnitudes were moderated by age group, competition level, sport type, sport context and study quality.
57 studies were identified, containing 308 independent samples across 25 sports. Distribution data were synthesised using odds ratio meta-analyses, applying an invariance random-effects model. Follow-up subgroup category analyses examined whether relative age effect magnitudes were moderated by age group, competition level, sport type, sport context and study quality.
Results When comparing the relatively oldest (quartile 1) vs. youngest (quartile 4) individuals across all female sport contexts, the overall pooled estimate identified a significant but small relative age effect (odds ratio = 1.25; 95% confidence interval 1.21-1.30; p = 0.01; odds ratio adjusted = 1.21). Subgroup analyses revealed the relative age effect magnitude was higher in pre-adolescent (B 11 years) and adolescent (12-14 years) age groups and at higher competition levels. Relative age effect magnitudes were higher in team-based and individual sport contexts associated with high physiological demands. Conclusion The findings highlight relative age effects are prevalent across the female sport contexts examined. Relative age effect magnitude is moderated by interactions between developmental stages, competition level and sport context demands. Modifications to sport policy, organisational and athlete development system structure, as well as practitioner intervention are recommended to prevent relative age effect-related participation and longer term attainment inequalities.
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Introduction
Whether considered from an athlete development or public health perspective, the dynamic factors influencing sport participation and achievement are of key interest to researchers, policy makers, sport organisations and their practitioners. In terms of athlete development, Baker and Horton [1] highlight how the path to expertise is a complex process, reflecting an interplay of direct (e.g. genetic makeup; quantity and quality of training) and indirect factors (e.g. coaching knowledge and expertise; socialcultural milieu [2] ). In this process, one indirect factor, relative age, has emerged as a consistent influence on both immediate sport participation and longer term attainment [3] [4] [5] .
With the goal of grouping children and adolescents according to similar developmental stages, 1-or 2-year chronological age groupings are common in youth sport. However, variations in age remain, leading to participation and attainment (dis)advantages. Relative age effects (RAEs) [6] [7] [8] refer to those (dis)advantages and outcomes that fundamentally result from an interaction between one's birthdate and the dates used to logistically organise participants [9] . Sporting RAEs in junior and youth athlete participants are commonly reflected by an over-representation of the relatively older individual. The relatively older individual is advantaged in terms of athletic selection and achievement [10] , but may also be at a greater risk of injury owing to the increased sport exposure associated with higher competitive levels, such as an increased number of games/matches and training time [11] . While RAEs and selection biases can lag into adult sports, recent evidence suggests that in the long term the relatively older individual is less likely, in proportion to those selected in athlete development programmes, to go on to attain elite sporting echelons [4, 12, 13] . Thus, both perceived advantages and disadvantages of RAEs are undesirable for athlete development [14] .
Brief Background on Relative Age Effects
Relative age effects were initially recognised in the education system [15] [16] [17] and only identified in sport some several decades later. Grondin et al. [18] first reported an unequal distribution of birthdates among Canadian ice hockey players. Across various skill levels, those born in the first quartile 1 of a same-age group were over-represented relative to those born in the last quartile. At a similar time, Barnsley and Thompson [19] observed comparable relative age inequalities in 'top tier' minor hockey teams (i.e. 11 years and older), Canadian elite developmental and National Hockey League [6] players. Since these early studies, RAEs have been identified across a variety of team sport and cultural contexts including North American and European ice hockey [20] [21] [22] as well as soccer [23, 24] and rugby worldwide [10, 25, 26] . RAEs are also documented in individual sports such as swimming [27, 28] , tennis [27, 29, 30] and alpine skiing [31, 32] . That said, RAEs are not ubiquitous as the effect has not been consistently observed in adult senior professional sport [33, 34] and is absent in sports dependent on technique or skill rather than physical attributes per se (e.g. golf [35] ; shooting sports [36] ).
In a prior meta-analysis of research evidence (spanning studies published from 1984 to 2008), the relative age distribution of 130,108 (predominantly male) sport participants from 253 independent samples contained within 38 studies from 16 countries and 14 sports were examined [37] . Consistent overall RAEs were identified with a smallto-moderate effect size [quartile 1 (Q1) vs. quartile 4 (Q4) odds ratio (OR) 2 = 1.65, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.54-1.77]. Further, subgroup analyses revealed that age, competition level and sport context moderated RAE magnitude. Specifically, RAE risk increased with age from child ([ 11 years; OR estimate = 1.22) to adolescent (15-18 years; OR = 2.36) age categories, before declining at senior levels (C 19 years OR = 1.44). RAEs increased from recreational (OR = 1.12) to pre-elite (OR = 2.77) competition levels; though with a lower risk in adult elite contexts (OR = 1.42). Five team sports exhibited consistent Q1 vs. Q4 over-representations with the highest magnitudes associated with basketball (OR = 2.66), soccer 1 The first quartile corresponds to the first 3 months following the sport-designated cut-off date used to group participants by age. For instance, the first quartile in a system using 1 August as a cut-off would correspond to August, September and October. 2 An odds ratio (OR) represents the odds, or likelihood, that an event will occur in one group compared to another. In this instance, the OR represents the odds that an athlete will be born in the first quartile (i.e. following a sport cut-off date) compared to the fourth quartile. An OR of one (1.00) would indicate that the outcome under investigation is equal in both groups, while an OR of two (2.00) would indicate the event is twice as likely to be observed in one compared to the other.
(OR = 2.01) and ice hockey (OR = 1.62). Findings from this review subsequently contributed to the focus and emphasis of onward RAE studies, including recommendations for examining female sport contexts.
Explanations for Relative Age Effects
In their narrative review, Musch and Grondin [7] proposed that the underlying causes of RAEs were potentially multifactorial, referring to a combination of physical, cognitive, emotional, motivational and social factors. Whilst acknowledging this possibility, the most common datadriven explanations have been associated with two interacting processes, notably maturation and selection (i.e. the 'maturation-selection' hypothesis) [9, 24, 37, 38] . The hypothesis suggests that greater chronological age is accompanied by favourable anthropometric (e.g. stature) and physical (e.g. muscular strength) characteristics, which may provide sporting performance advantages (e.g. soccer) [24] . While recognising that maturational processes can deviate substantially between individuals, it is conceivable that a relatively older individual may experience pubertyassociated transformations (e.g. generally 12-14 years of age in girls and 13-15 years of age in boys [37, [39] [40] [41] [42] ) prior to relatively younger peers. From this point and until maturation termination, the anthropometric and physical variations between similar age peers may be exacerbated further. During this time, the relatively older and/or early maturing individual may appear more talented as a result of anthropometric/physical advances rather than skill level, and be selected for representative levels of sport. With selection, additional benefits may occur such as access to higher quality training and coaching expertise [38] ; which translate into further advantages in terms of sport-specific skills and experience. For the relatively younger and later maturing individual, overcoming the physical and performance advantages may be extremely challenging in sports system structures incorporating stable and fixed (bi-) annual age grouping policies and accompanying selection and competition calendars [43, 44] .
As a result of maturation-selection processes, RAEs are highlighted as discriminating against the relatively younger and later maturing individual [45] , and are implicated in eliminating athletic potential before having the (equitable) opportunity to develop sport expertise [37, 39] . In fact, it has been proposed that the relatively younger individual is more likely to encounter negative sport experiences and terminate sport participation earlier [46] ; particularly at stages when selection and representative tiers of participation are introduced in athlete development systems [14] . Those discrepancies are not surprising when social-cultural values emphasise elitism, which may continue to drive selection and talent identification processes despite negative outcomes (e.g. injury and burnout [47, 48] ) and the low predictability of success even at the pre-elite level [49, 50] .
Though with a lesser volume of supporting evidence, psychological [51] and socio-cultural explanations [7] have also been highlighted [22, 52, 53] . For instance, the 'depth of competition' hypothesis describes how the ratio of players available for playing rosters and positions could influence an individual's likelihood of participating or being selected for team membership. If a significant imbalance is present (i.e. a high number of athletes are competing for a small number of playing opportunities), the level of competition experienced by players striving to obtain a position is inflated, potentially magnifying the influence of relative age within a cohort. Therefore, the interest (or popularity) and availability (resource) imbalance in a sport system could account for RAE magnification [7, 52, 54, 55] . Parental influence may also attenuate trends at the time of initial sport involvement [9] . Some evidence suggests parents may be hesitant to register a later-born (potentially physically smaller) child in the early years of participation, as reflected in lower registration numbers of relatively younger participants [20, 56] . Selection processes are also notably absent at these early levels, and emphasis is placed on participation and beginner skill development. Thus, the contributing mechanisms outlined in the 'maturation-selection' hypothesis should be negligible.
Rationale for a Meta-Analysis
It has frequently been reported that RAE magnitudes are greater in male than female samples [39] , even when participation numbers are equal [52] . This may be a reasonable conclusion when the breadth of sport differences between the sexes is considered (e.g. media attention, sport-specific funding, cultural acceptance of athletes, level of physicality), in addition to the proposed influences from maturation. Yet in Cobley et al.'s meta-analysis [37] , findings suggested little evidence of overall sex difference in pooled OR estimates; though only 2% of participants (24 samples) had been tested for RAEs in female sport in 2008. What therefore remains unknown is whether RAEs are prevalent across and within female sport contexts; the magnitude of their effect; contexts associated with higher and lower RAE risks; and akin to male sport contexts, whether developmental time points are associated with higher RAE effect sizes. There has been a surge in female samples in the published literature and a review of female RAE studies is therefore timely and necessary to answer these questions.
Study Objective
The purpose of this systematic review and meta-analysis was to determine RAE prevalence and magnitudes across and within RAEs in Female Sport 1453 female sport participation. To achieve the objective, the published literature (1984-2016) examining relative age (quartile) distributions in female sports was synthesised using OR analyses. To identify moderators of RAE magnitude, identified samples were analysed in subgroups according to age, competition level, sport type and sport context categories. Based on existing literature, it was hypothesised that RAEs were prevalent across female sport; and, that the highest RAE risks in female sport contexts would be observed immediately prior to and during adolescence (i.e. 12-14 years of age) in comparison to early childhood and post-maturation/adult samples. RAEs were also expected to increase with selection across representative (competitive) tiers of sport participation. RAE magnitudes were expected to then progressively minimise following maturation (i.e. beyond 15 years of age) and remain low in recreational sport. At higher competition levels, it was expected that RAEs would persist through pre-elite levels though reducing with age and entry into professional contexts.
Methods
Procedural steps employed in completing the systematic and meta-analytical review adhered to both the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis guidelines [57] and PROSPERO guidelines (Registration No. 42016053497).
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Inclusion criteria stipulated that only peer-reviewed studies examining RAEs in female sport contexts would be included. Studies could be in any language and assess any age range, level or form of participation (e.g. elite or recreational). Studies examining associated topics (e.g. maturation or sport dropout) were included if they explicitly reported relative age distributions or reported RAE trends. Studies were excluded if they: (1) exclusively examined male athletes or sex was not identified; (2) failed to report relative age distribution on their participants; (3) examined RAEs in school sport or physical education; (4) examined other outcomes (e.g. fitness, fundamental movement skills, physical activity); (5) examined RAE interventions or solutions; (6) included older (Master) athletes where participation distributions were confounded by ageing processes; (7) examined other developmental or behavioural outcomes (e.g. leadership, anxiety); and (8) examined cognitive performance (e.g. chess).
Systematic Search
Published RAE studies were identified via systematic searching of electronic databases, scanning the reference lists of identified papers and existing meta-analyses [37, 58] , and reviewing e-mail alerts from research databases. Six electronic databases were searched: CINAHL, MEDLINE via OVID, Scopus, Sports Discus, Web of Science and PsycINFO (APAPsycNET) with no restriction on publication date. Search terms were categorised into three groups: (1) Relative age (relative age OR relative age effect* OR age effect* OR birthdate/birth date effect* OR season of birth OR RAE OR age position); AND (2) Female (e.g., female* OR girl* OR wom?n;); AND (3) Sport (sports/sport* OR game* OR league*). Results were then limited to (1) humans, and (2) female. The search process was completed between January and March 2017. Following the search, the first author (KS) removed duplicates and screened titles/abstracts. If there was uncertainty as to whether inclusion criteria were met, study eligibility was determined by KS and SC. The majority of these studies were published in English, though two were found in Spanish and one each in Chinese and French respectively. The Spanish papers were translated using Google Translate. The Chinese study was reviewed by a native speaker, while the French study was reviewed by a bilingual Canadian. Refer to Fig. 1 for a summary of study screening and selection.
Data Extraction
The systematic search yielded 57 studies spanning 1984-2016 and specific information was then extracted, including: author(s), year of publication, location, sample characteristics (e.g. age, nationality, number of participants), sport setting (e.g. type of sport, level of competition), competition year, method of grouping athletes, relative age distributions (e.g. quartiles) and the distributions used for comparison purposes (e.g. 25% per quartile, population birth rates). Corresponding authors were contacted when any information was not provided or where further clarity was needed (e.g. age or competition level). 3 In total, 22 authors were contacted. Nine provided the requested information; seven were unable to provide the required information (e.g. data no longer accessible); four failed to respond, and two could not be located. Data from 44 of the 57 studies were used where possible in overall meta-and subgroup analyses. In cases where participant numbers were not reported, but presented in tables or figures, estimates were extracted. 4 Samples that could not be used owing to missing information were still assessed for methodological quality and reported in review summary tables.
Study Quality Assessment
An adapted version of the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology checklist [59] determined the quality of study reporting. The checklist included 14 items grouped into five categories: Abstract, Introduction, Methods, Results and Discussion. A score of '0' for ''absent or insufficient information provided'' or '1' ''item is explicitly described'' was assigned to items. An overall score of 5-9 was considered 'lower quality;' 10-11 'medium quality;' and 12-14 'high quality' [60] . Two independent reviewers (KT and MR) completed study quality assessment. Rating disagreements were resolved by KS and inter-rater reliability calculated.
Meta-Analyses: Data Inclusion and Exclusion
Data identified from the systematic search were included in meta-analyses. Inclusion criteria specified that with the exception of elite national levels, samples had to have examined C 50 participants in a given age category or competition level to help avoid artificially inflating RAE estimates. Where samples of \ 50 participants were apparent, but multiple independent samples in the sport context were reported (e.g. age categories, under 14, 15 and 16), these were collapsed in alignment with sport-designated age categories. Data from two studies were modified this way [25, 61] . Sport contexts where a participant may have been present in several samples, owing to multiple event entries (e.g. breaststroke and freestyle in swimming) were included as this was reflective of the organisational structures employed in the respective sport. However, studies that examined RAEs in multi-sport samples and a broader overall athlete population (e.g. Youth Olympic Games) were excluded because of inherent variability and a small sample size. Further, to keep the analysis relevant to modern participant trends, samples derived from archival data prior to 1981 were excluded. This competition year coincided with the first documented evidence of RAEs in sport [18] , and corresponded to birthdates from the early 1960s onward. When applied, criteria yielded 308 independent samples from 44 studies. Retained samples examined 25 different sport contexts in at least 17 countries. 5 A range of junior-adult ages and a variety of competition levels (i.e. local community recreational to adult elite professional) were included.
Meta-Analyses
All data extracted were analysed using Comprehensive Meta-Analysis software (2005; Biostat, Inc., Englewood, New Jersey (USA)). An OR estimate, along with log OR and standard error, were calculated for each independent sample. For each sample, the relative age distributions observed (i.e. n Q1 vs. n Q4 participants) were compared relative to an expected frequency assuming equal distributions (e.g. N = 100, expected quartile count = 100/ 4 = 25). When comparing relative age quartiles in analyses, Q4 (i.e. relatively youngest) acted as the reference. Overall summary estimates were calculated using an invariance random-effects model [62] , with the assumption that samples across studies were drawn from divergent populations across different sport contexts. Thus, an exact effect size was not expected to exist across samples. Pooled OR estimates along with accompanying 95% CIs indicated whether overall effects existed in a given analysis. Accompanying Z-and p-values tested the null hypothesis that OR estimates between relatively older and younger distributions (i.e. Q1-Q3 vs. Q4 comparisons) were not statistically different. The Cochran Q statistic 6 [63] (with df and p) tested whether all studies shared a common effect size. I 2 identified the proportion of observed variance reflecting differences in true effect sizes as opposed to sampling errors. Moderate ([ 50%) to high ([ 75%) values were used to indicate values in subgroup analyses and to account for potential heterogeneity sources. T 2 provided the estimate of between-study variance in true effects, and T estimated the between-study standard deviation in true effects. When heterogeneity was detected, sources were explored using sub-stratification analysis with specific application to Q1 vs. Q4 data.
To determine the presence of publication bias, funnel plot asymmetry 7 was assessed with Log OR estimates plotted against a corresponding standard error. The Egger Footnote 4 continued were estimated from figures (i.e. presented in a graph but raw numbers per quartile not provided) by extrapolating from the graph using a ruler and rounding to the nearest whole number if required. Estimated samples within studies are coded and highlighted in Table 2 . 5 Seventeen different countries were named in the literature. However, the total number represented may be larger as some studies reported ''international'' samples or participants from ''across Europe''. 6 The Cochran Q test [63] assesses true heterogeneity in a metaanalysis. In essence, Q is a measure of dispersion of all effect sizes (individual studies) about the mean effect size (overall pooled effect) on a standardised scale. 7 A funnel plot is a scatter plot of treatment effect (e.g. odds ratio) set against a measure of study size (e.g. standard error). It provides an initial visual aid to detect bias or systematic heterogeneity. In the absence of heterogeneity, 95% of the studies should lie within the funnel defined by the two diagonal lines. Publication bias is suggested when there is asymmetry in the plot.
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test [64] confirmed asymmetry. As a result, Duval and Tweedie's 'trim and fill' procedure 8 [65] was applied to determine whether estimates required adjustment based on missing studies. Asymmetry assessments and adjustments for all comparisons (i.e. Q1-Q3 vs. Q4) are reported.
Sub-Stratification (Subgroup) Analyses
To determine whether age moderated Q1 vs. Q4 pooled OR estimates, samples were categorised as pre-adolescent (B 11 years), adolescent (12-14 years [37, [39] [40] [41] [42] ), postadolescent (15-19 years) and adult ( [ 19 years 9 ) . Samples where ages spanned across categories were excluded from the analysis. To determine whether the competition level moderated OR estimates, all samples were categorised based on an adaptation from Cobley et al. [37] : recreational (i.e. typified by an absence of selection or official competition), competitive (i.e. local community level with structured competition), representative (i.e. regional or provincial representative levels based on selection) and elite (i.e. competition at an international level or a career athlete). Elite was further subdivided into adolescent, post-adolescent, adult and combination categories following age divisions outlined above. If competition level was unclear, data were added to a 'not codable' subgroup for analysis. To determine if the type of sport context moderated OR estimates, samples were categorised into team and individual types.
Consistent with prior work [67] , team sports were those often played with multiple team members (i.e. more than one participant per team), while individual sports were those involving a single participant in a given event or in direct competition against another. Individual sports were further subdivided into those deemed physically demanding (i.e. predominantly determined by strength or endurance for example [68, 69] ); technique-or skill-based sports, typically identified by the judging of movement criteria [68, 69] ; and contexts using weight classifications or categories [70] . To determine whether particular sport contexts moderated RAEs, data related to each sport context (e.g. volleyball, swimming) were combined and pooled estimates generated. Finally, to determine if study quality moderated pooled estimates, samples were categorised into three groups (i.e. lower quality, scores 5-9 = 13 studies; medium, scores 10-11 = 23 studies; and, higher, scores 12-14 = 21 studies) based on a tertile division of the overall scores obtained on the study quality assessment criteria, as outlined in Sect. 2.4. Figure 1 summarises the systematic search and study selection process. Initial database searches identified 1806 studies with 12 studies identified through other sources. Following title and abstract screening, 89 full-text articles were selected for further review. Twenty-one of these were removed as they examined male sport contexts (not reported in abstracts); while 11 were removed as they did not report relative age (quartile) comparisons in a useable format (see Fig. 1 ). Overall, 57 studies met inclusion and reporting criteria. 10 Table 1 summarises study quality ratings assessments. Twenty-one of 57 (36.8%) were considered 'higher quality' according to the RAE-modified Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology checklist [59] . Twenty-three (40.4%) were deemed 'medium quality.' Thirteen studies (22.8%) were considered 'lower quality;' owing to limited reporting of methodological and analysis details. Criteria commonly absent in reporting were related to the handling of missing data and/or duplicate entries for an individual athlete (i.e. when multiple competition years were assessed from the same sport context and an athlete may have been represented on multiple rosters); an absence of post hoc comparisons between quartiles; reporting of effect size; and, not identifying study limitations/biases. The inter-rater correlation between KS and independent reviewers was 0.92 and 0.88, respectively.
Results

Studies Systematically Identified
Study Quality
Summary of Sample Distributions
With consideration of the annual cut-off dates employed in each respective sport context (e.g. 1 August, 1 January), the descriptive relative age distributions for the total sample of 646,383 female sport participants (former or present) in 308 independent samples identified an uneven distribution (i.e. Q1 = 25.97%; Q2 = 26.32%; Q3 = 25.13%; Q4 = 22.58%). 8 'Trim and fill' uses an iterative procedure to remove the most extreme (small) studies from the positive side of the funnel plot, recomputing the effect size at each iteration until the funnel plot is symmetric about the (new) effect size. In theory, this yields an unbiased estimate of the effect size. While trimming yields the adjusted effect size, it also reduces the variance of the effects, yielding a (too) narrow confidence interval. Therefore, the algorithm then adds the original studies back into the analysis and imputes a mirror image for each [65] . 9 The 90th percentile female individual attains adult stature at 20 years of age when a criterion of four successive 6-month increments \ 0.5 cm is used [66] . 10 Fifty-seven studies met inclusion criteria for the systematic review; 44 had useable data that could be included in the overall meta-and subgroup analyses. Table 2 provides a summary of unadjusted OR estimates for each independent sample within each study. Table 3 summarises the distribution of total sample numbers according to subgroup categories. Samples were fairly evenly distributed across age categories, with adult ([ 19 years; 5.58%) and post-adolescence (15-19 years; 30.53%) containing the lowest and highest numbers respectively; with 13% approximately not readily age categorised (i.e. sample age crossed the designated age groupings for subgroup analyses). In terms of competition level, 57.12% contained recreational level participants, with considerably smaller competitive (7.32%), representative (1.87%), elite adolescent (12-14 years; 0.08%), elite post-adolescent (15-19 years; 0.83%), elite adult ([ 19 years; 0.34%) and elite combination (i.e. not codable by age; 2.43%) involvement. Thirty percent of sample numbers could not be clearly coded into a competitionlevel category, mainly owing to limited contextual information provided in study reporting. For sport type, samples were evenly distributed (154) between team and individual sport contexts. Within the individual subcategories, more samples (28.57%) and participant numbers (51.42%) were Full-text articles excluded (n = 11)
Main Reasons for exclusion:
-Data not in useable format (e.g., points system vs. birth Distribution; n = 8) -Archival data not comparable to current organisational Structures (n = 1) -Birth distribution reported by year (even vs. odd; n = 1) -Age bands at the developmental level cannot be established due to nature of the data collected (n = 1) Fig. 1 Flow diagram for screening and selection of studies according to preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analysis [57] RAEs in Female Sport 1457 Delorme et al.
Edgar and O'Donoghue [29]
Hancock et al.
Lemez et al. engaged in physically demanding contexts. Meanwhile, technique/skill-based and weight-categorised contexts contained 3.93% and 0.37% of total participants, respectively. The sport contexts with the largest sample sizes represented (in order) were: alpine skiing (31.2% of athletes), basketball (16.9%), ice hockey (12.4%), soccer (11.5%), tennis (9.63%), and track and field (9.56%).
Meta-Analyses
Based on 44 studies containing 308 independent samples, overall pooled data comparing participation distributions of the relatively oldest (Q1) with the relatively youngest (Q4) identified a significant, but small, OR estimate = 1.25 (95% CI 1.21-1.30; Z = 13.74, p = 0.0001). This suggested that the relatively older were 25% more likely to be represented. The Q statistic of 2135.50 (df = 307, p = 0.01) highlighted the true effect size was not similar across samples. The I 2 was 85.62, indicating approximately 85% of variance in the observed effects was due to true effects, while T 2 and T were 0.04 and 0.21 (in log units), respectively. A similar RAE magnitude was identified for Q2 vs. Q4 (i.e. OR = 1.24; 95% CI 1.21-1.27, Z = 15.75, p \ 0.01) before reducing for Q3 vs. Q4 (OR = 1.13; 95% CI 1.11-1.15, Z = 14.18, p \ 0.01), respectively. Akin to the Q1 vs. Q4 findings, heterogeneity was apparent (Q2 vs. Q4 Q = 1335.29, df = 307, p \ 0.01, I 2 = 77.02; Q3 vs. Q4 Q = 513.2, df = 307, p \ 0.01, I 2 = 40.24). Descriptive Q2 total participation numbers were marginally higher than Q1; thus, a Q1 vs. Q2 comparison was also conducted. No overall pooled OR differences were identified 0.99 (95% CI 0.97-1.01; Z = -1.21, p = 0.23). As evidence for heterogeneity was consistent, follow-up subgroup stratification analyses examined their potential sources using Q1 vs. Q4 data.
The asymmetry of funnel plots suggested publication bias was apparent. Inspection of Fig. 2 revealed that estimates with larger samples and more precise comparative estimates between Q1 and Q4 frequencies were distributed about the overall estimate. Further, there was a comparative absence to the 'left' of the pooled estimate in terms of less precise studies with more conservative estimates for Q1 vs. Q4 proportions. Asymmetry potentially may also have occurred as smaller powered published samples may have inflated pooled effect size estimates, resulting in a slight overestimation of the actual trend. Studies containing the largest samples were clustered symmetrically around overall effect size estimates. The Egger test for Q1 vs. Q4 confirmed asymmetry (intercept = 0.91, standard error = 0.20, p \ 0.01). Duval and Tweedie's ''trim and fill'' procedure provided an adjusted pooled estimate of 1.21 (95% CI 1.15-1.25; n = 39 imputed samples). Nonetheless, the adjusted estimate remained significant and close to the original. Similar results were evident for Q2 vs. Q4 (adjusted OR = 1.19, 95% CI 1.16-1.22; n = 34) and Q3 vs. Q4 (adjusted OR = 1.11, 95% CI 1.09-1.13; n = 38). The follow-up Q1 vs. Q2 comparison did not suggest asymmetry was apparent (p \ 0.10).
Sub-Stratification (Subgroup) Analyses
For a summary of Q1 vs. Q4 subgroup analyses according to moderating factors refer to Table 4 .
Age
When stratified according to defined age categories (i.e. pre-adolescent to adult), significant pooled OR estimates were apparent in all categories, except adults ([ 19 years of age). The Q1 vs. Q4 OR estimates were similar in preadolescent (B 11 years of age) and adolescent (12-14 years of age) categories (OR = 1.33 and 1.28), before reducing by 14% in post-adolescence (15-19 years of age) and becoming insignificant in adulthood. The between-groups Q statistic and p value suggested changes were significant. Total within-age subgroup variance and heterogeneity estimates identified subgroups did not share a common effect size and substantial dispersion was apparent within pre-adolescent, adolescent and post-adolescent categories. When studies containing samples that traversed the designated age groupings were independently assessed, a similar estimate (n = 79, OR = 1.37, 95% CI 1.29-1.46) to the overall pooled estimate was evident, and a common effect size was not apparent.
Competition Level
When stratified according to competition level (i.e. recreational to elite combined), significant OR estimates were consistently apparent with ORs ranging from 1.08 
U under
Odds ratio (confidence interval) calculations were based on the assumption of an equal distribution of birth dates per quartile. The expected distribution used in each study is denoted by the use of the following symbols: Observed distribution compared to an equal distribution of birth dates (i.e. 25% per quartile); observed distribution compared to the birth rate in the general population (i.e. national birth statistics); / assumed 25% based on birth rate in the population; observed distribution compared to the birth distribution present in the selection population; observed distribution compared to a birth distribution based on the number of days per quartile;°expected birth distribution not stated; *raw numbers were not available and ORs have been estimated based on graphical representation of the data; **age groups were combined in accordance with age bands used in each respective sport. The competition level assigned for subgroup analyses denoted by superscript: Rc = Recreational; C = Competitive; Rp = Representative; E = Elite. 0.5 added to raw data when quartile 4 = 0, preventing OR calculation. Procedure recommended by Sutton et al. [126] (recreational level; n = 76 samples) to 2.70 (elite adolescent; n = 5 samples). Odds ratio estimates increased with competition level, prior to an OR reduction at the elite adult stage. In samples traversing competition categories (n = 56), the OR = 1.19 was similar to the recreational level. Changes identified across subgroup categories were regarded as systematic (Q = 77.09; p = 0.0001). Total within-subgroup variance and heterogeneity estimates identified high dispersion was apparent (or a high proportion of variance remained unexplained) in the recreational and 'not-codable' categories (I 2 = 92.71 and 84.62). Moderate-to-high heterogeneity was apparent in competitive, representative, elite post-adolescent and 'elite combined' subgroup categories. Whilst acknowledging fewer samples in elite adolescent and elite adult categories, a more common effect size was estimated as lower/no evidence of estimate dispersion was apparent.
Sport Type
When samples were stratified according to individual vs. team sports, subgroup differences were apparent (p = 0.001) as team sports were associated with higher RAE estimates (OR = 1.33 vs. 1.18). A large proportion of variance within the subgroups was unexplained (I 2 = 88.70 and 77.79), and when individual sports were further analysed, significant estimates remained for physically demanding sports (OR = Fig. 2 Funnel plot of standard error by log odds ratio (quartile 1 vs. quartile 4 odds ratio analysis). In the absence of heterogeneity, 95% of the studies should fall within the funnel defined by the two diagonal lines. The plot assumes that those studies with higher precision (higher sample, lower estimates of error) will plot near the overall estimate (vertical line) and will cluster around the line evenly. Those studies with lower precision (lower on the graph) should also spread evenly on both sides, even though they have a smaller sample size and less precise estimates of error. Publication bias is suggested when there is asymmetry in the plot. The results displayed take into account the trim and fill adjustment. Observed studies are shown as open circles, and the observed point estimate is an open diamond. The imputed studies are shown as filled circles, and the imputed point estimate in log units is shown as a filled diamond 
Sport Context
Study Quality
When stratified according to study quality, effect sizes again differed (p = 0.001). Lower quality-rated studies (n = 38 samples from 13 studies, OR = 1.63) had significantly higher OR estimates than medium (n samples = 92 from 23 studies, OR = 1.29) and higher quality-rated studies (n samples = 178 from 21 studies; OR = 1.19). The finding suggests that studies with lower rated methodological and reporting qualities were more likely to be associated with higher RAE Q1 vs. Q4 OR estimates. Again, across studies categorised as medium and higher quality, a large proportion of variance remained unexplained (refer to Table 4 ).
Discussion
Overview of Main Findings
The present study represents the most comprehensive systematic review and meta-analysis of RAEs amongst female sport participants and athletes to date. The primary objective was to determine RAE prevalence and magnitude across and within female sport. The secondary objective was to determine whether moderator variables affected RAE magnitude. Based on data available, findings identify RAEs are consistently prevalent in female sport contexts, with 25% (21% adjusted) more relatively older (Q1) participants than relatively younger (Q4) participants. Compared to males, and generally speaking, findings identify a smaller overall RAE magnitude. Nonetheless, the factors of age, competition level, sport type and context significantly moderated overall RAE magnitude estimates; generally confirming original hypotheses, along with some novel additions. Unlike males, greater RAE (Q1 vs. Q4) magnitude was associated with both the pre-adolescent (B 11 years of age) and adolescent (12-14 years of age) age categories. Relative age effects then reduced afterwards coinciding with completion of biological maturation. As expected, RAEs were lower at the recreational level and increased with higher competition, particularly in the elite adolescent (12-14 years of age) to post-adolescent years (15-19 years of age) where anthropometric and physical variability may have affected performance and selection processes. Relative age risk did reduce in the adult elite category; remaining significant but with smaller effect sizes in adult/professional athletes. Collectively, findings now provide female-specific estimates that have only previously been speculated upon.
Summary of Subgroup Analyses
Related to the age subgroup analyses, the highest level of RAE risk was associated with the youngest age category (B 11 years of age; OR = 1.33); a finding partially contradicting the prior meta-analysis [37] where the highest risk was associated with adolescence. This may be explained by the large proportion of male samples in previous work (i.e. female individuals comprised only 2% of participants in Cobley et al. [37] ), and genuinely different RAE patterns could be evident in females. If accurate, the earlier emergence of RAEs pre-maturation implicates the influences of both normative biological growth disparities (pre-maturation) within age-grouped peers and other psycho-social processes. For instance, growth charts tracking stature and body mass across chronological age highlight the potential for important relative (within-age group) differences in a given year [71, 72] . These may also relate to motor coordination, control and physical (e.g. muscular force) characteristic development advantages that assist sport-related performance (e.g. soccer). Interacting with age-related biological differences, parental and young participants' choices may also account for increased RAE magnitude. As part of initial recreation and participation experiences, the identification of an appropriate 'sporting fit' relative to physical characteristics of similarly aged girls (and possibly boys in early age mixed-sport contexts; e.g. soccer) may occur. Age findings also partially resonate with the general findings of prior literature. After the adolescent age category (12-14 years; OR = 1.28), RAE magnitudes reduced with age; possibly suggestive of a declining influence of growth and maturational processes on sporting involvement. However, the overall adolescent age estimates could have been confounded by competition level as approximately two-thirds of adolescents were recreational-level participants. This may explain why RAE magnitude estimates in adolescence were potentially smaller than expected when compared with prior reviews and given existing explanatory mechanisms. Finally, there were many samples (79) that could not be coded into subgroup categories; likely for several reasons including the analyses of samples in original studies that were collapsed across multiple age groups. Future studies will need to be mindful of such collapsing, as they may be potentially missing important changes in RAE estimates.
Competition level also moderated RAE risk, with increasing magnitude at higher competition levels. The interaction of elite competition level with ages coinciding with adolescence (12-14 years) and post-adolescence (15-19 years) was associated with the greatest RAE risk (i.e. OR = 2.70 and 1.65). These findings corroborate previous studies examining representative athletes in talent identification and development systems, and the maturation-selection hypothesis [9, 24, 37, 38] . As higher tiers of representation necessitate the requirement for higher performance levels at a given age or developmental stage, selection is likely to favour those with more advantageous anthropometric and physical characteristics, and thereby relatively older in a given junior/youth grouping process [38] . Distinct trends within epidemiological (national) data samples support the hypothesis in accounting for RAE perpetuation. For instance, Romann and Fuchslocher [61] provided data at recreational levels and sport organisationimposed age categories in alpine skiing, tennis and track/field. At recreational levels, significant RAEs existed in these contexts until approximately 15 years of age (i.e. post-peak height velocity for female individuals [42] ). Relative age effects then continued in competitive tiers where selection processes were present, perpetuating early growth and physical advantages. Furthermore, a slow reversal of recreational-level RAE trends at post-15 years was observed, possibly indicating the relatively older individuals were either participating at higher levels of competition or had ceased participation.
At elite representative levels, significant pooled RAEs remained, although they did decrease with age (e.g. elite adult; OR = 1.27). Prior study findings have also been inconsistent at the elite adult (i.e. professional athlete) level, suggesting potential variability in RAE risk, which may be associated with context-specific conditions and performance demands. The definitive explanations for why RAEs reduce and even reverse at the elite adult stage remain somewhat speculative and deserving of further attention. Initial explanations from male contexts suggest later ages benefit from anthropometric and physical development [4, 13] 'equalisation' and a delayed, less intensive sporting involvement, with training specialisation occurring later in development [73] [74] [75] . One alternative, referred to as the 'underdog' hypothesis [76] , suggests that challenges (e.g. non-selection; physical dominance by relatively older players) encountered at younger ages may ultimately facilitate longer term athlete development [77] through a combination of needing to develop greater resiliency and coping skills in such psycho-social conditions, alongside enhanced or alternative skill development to circumvent performance hurdles. Such successful transitions may partially account for the greater presence of the relatively younger in adult professional sport [12, 55, 76] .
Related to sport type, the highest RAE risk was found in team sports (OR = 1.33), where athlete comparisons occur on the field of play and tend to be subjective in nature; thus, potentially emphasising anthropometric and physical differences [78] . Accordingly, higher RAEs were apparent in elite-level basketball [79, 80] and representative volleyball [18, 81] , sports associated with increased stature. Other team sports with a notably higher RAE risk included handball, ice hockey, and soccer (see Table 4 ). Overall, these findings adhere to those found in the predominantly male meta-analytical review [37] . Perhaps most surprising, given game physicality requirements, was that rugby [10, 25] did not show significant RAEs (OR = 1.06, 95% CI 0.95-1.18) despite estimates being based on 27 samples from three countries (Canada, New Zealand, UK). However, it should be noted that both rugby union and rugby league samples were combined, and independent RAE estimates were significant at pre-adolescent (B 11 years of age) levels in rugby union when sample size was more robust [25] . There were no pre-adolescent rugby league samples available for comparison.
Individual sport types were initially examined holistically, identifying an RAE below the pooled estimate (i.e. Q1 vs. Q4 OR = 1.18 vs. 1.25) with a high level of withingroup heterogeneity. To follow-up, individual sports were re-categorised with consideration of predominant sport demands (i.e. physical/endurance, technique/skill) as well as those implementing weight categorisation instead of age-based cohort grouping. Findings identified variable RAE risk. Individual sports associated with strength and/or endurance requirements illustrated some of the highest RAEs at particular age and competition levels. For instance, alpine skiing ORs ranged between 2.00-2.51 between 11-14 years of age at competitive/representative levels [61, 82] . In track and field, Romann and Fuchslocher [61] reported ORs of 2.30-2.6 in competitive 15-to 16-year-olds; while Costa et al. [28] identified ORs exceeding 4.00 in a sample of junior representative swimmers. Overall, these findings are novel for individualsport contexts, and the efficacy for these estimates can be derived from the multiple large samples spanning age groups and competition settings.
Based on the 59 samples containing varying age and competition levels, skill/technique-based sports (e.g. table tennis, OR = 0.85; gymnastics, OR = 1.06) were not associated with any RAE risk (OR = 1.06, 95% CI 0.97-1.16); a finding consistent with suggestions in previous studies [35] . Such a contrast between pooled estimates of individual skill/technique-based sports and those with physical/endurance requirements again points toward the importance of physical and maturation disparities driving RAEs, and to a lesser extent selection processes. Likewise, when weight-categorised sports were examined, RAE magnitudes were lower. However, this finding should be interpreted with caution because of the limited samples available and the absence of samples at lower competition levels. Further assessment in weight-categorised sport (e.g. martial arts) is warranted as such processes attempt to mitigate and neutralise the effect of anthropometric and physical discrepancies from impacting performance in competition.
With reference to study quality, findings highlighted that higher study quality was associated with a lower RAE estimate and vice versa. Though no prior RAE reviews have identified such a trend; the finding is aligned with meta-analytical reviews in other sport science [83] areas. This finding highlights the importance of detailed reporting on the sport context (e.g. characteristics of competition and selection across age groups), sufficient sampling of participants and reporting of participant characteristics (e.g. quartile distributions, ages, 1-year age groupings, levels of competition), and implementation of appropriate data analysis steps (i.e. techniques for comparison; effect size) [84] to enable valid estimates of true RAE sizes. The adapted reporting checklist used in this review may be useful to help enable appropriate sampling and reporting in future RAE studies.
Unexpected Findings
One unexpected finding, even though OR comparisons showed no differences, was that Q2 representation was either similar or descriptively higher than Q1. Marginal Q2 over-representation has previously been reported in Canadian ice hockey [20, 84, 85] and adult female soccer [52, 56] . Canadian ice-hockey samples provided 12.63% of relative weight to the present analyses, and thus their influence may be apparent. Further examination in this context also identifies subtle but pervasive shifts in Q1 ? Q2 over-representation according to age and competition categories. Specifically, Q1 over-representations are apparent at pre-adolescent (B 11 years of age) competitive levels, while Q2 over-representation is evident at age-equivalent recreational levels. By adolescence (12-14 years of age) however, Q2's were over-represented at both recreational and competitive levels in the same sport system. These transitions potentially suggest adverse effects from intensified involvement at a younger age (where RAE ORs are highest) and possible interactions with growth and maturational processes. Rather than an accumulated advantage as suggested by the 'maturationselection' hypothesis, intensified involvement in pre-adolescence and during adolescence (maturation) in female Canadian ice hockey may be associated with greater risks of injury, burnout and sport withdrawal [11, 86, 87] . By contrast, a lower intensity-level involvement until adolescence (or post-peak growth) may be more protective and conducive to long-term participation. Nonetheless, caution is necessary for recognising the specificity of Q2 trends and in attempting to account for them accurately.
Limitations
Several limitations can be acknowledged in the present study. First, it is plausible that despite comprehensive searches, some published literature may not have been identified even though systematic steps were taken (as reported) to avoid such possibilities. Second, the sporting landscape has changed in recent decades and it was not possible to assess whether the intensification of competitive youth sport was associated with increased RAE magnitude. Third, within identified studies, inconsistency and variability in data reporting were apparent, and therefore multiple authors had to be contacted for data verification and further extraction to enable present analyses. In conducting subgroup meta-analyses, pooled estimates may have been affected by 'non-codable' data that traversed categories (e.g. age). Those data were still examined to determine if data dispersions were apparent. That said, and as was often the case, multiple data samples still remained likely generating valid pooled subgroup estimates. Finally, in subgroup analyses, a large amount of heterogeneity often remained unaccounted for, suggesting other variables (not examinable) may still moderate RAEs. It also highlights the potential for multi-factorial explanations of RAEs across and within sport contexts.
Implications: Relative Age Effect Intervention and Removal
Relative age research is fundamentally concerned with participation and development inequalities. Present findings are therefore concerning with respect to the relatively younger who are more likely to refrain from engagement in the early years (e.g. 6-11 years of age) of recreational sport and/or withdraw, possibly owing to less favourable participation experiences and conditions. With the inequality continuing into the (post-) adolescent years and being exacerbated by forms of selection and representation, the need for organisational policy, athlete development system structure and practitioner intervention is recommended. Previous recommendations have suggested changes to agegrouping policies, such as rotating cut-off dates [6] , creating smaller age bands (e.g. 9-month rotating bands) [88] and increasing RAE awareness via education for sportsystem practitioners (e.g. coaches, scouts) [37, 46] . However, despite increasing RAE awareness, few prior recommendations have been implemented organisation wide and in the long term. Meanwhile, a cultural performance emphasis in many junior/youth sports systems has grown, possibly leading to further RAE prevalence and greater magnitudes [5, 89] . With consideration of emerging literature and sport organisation trends, Cobley [90] recently summarised a range of feasible organisational and practitioner strategies for national sporting organisations. At an organisation level, these included a general recommendation to delay age time-points for structured competition, and to delay tiers of selective representation (e.g. post-maturation). These strategies would help enable inclusive participation and dissociate with an early-age performance emphasis (and RAE bias [39, 91] ). Potentially more relevant for individual sport contexts (e.g. sprinting, track and field), the application of corrective performance adjustments could potentially remove performance differences associated with growth and development [9] . For team sports (e.g. soccer, ice hockey), body mass or biological maturity banding at particular development time-points (e.g. maturation years) could help dissipate performance inequalities and improve participation experiences [7, 92, 93] . With organisational alignment and support, recommended practitioner strategies included the development of psycho-social climates that emphasised 'personal learning and development' in junior/youth sport as opposed to interindividual/team competition per se; explicit cueing of relative age or biological maturity differences (e.g. ordered shirt number) in player evaluation/selection [89] ); and, the benefit of longer term athlete tracking on various indicators (i.e. physiological and skill based) [94, 95] . Notwithstanding these strategies, there is still further developmental work required in identifying effective and feasible interventions for female sport.
Future Research
Based on current evidence and findings, future research should seek to further examine female sport contexts where minimal samples and data are available (as highlighted). Sampling across and within these contexts will help establish a better understanding for how growth and biological development interacts with sport development systems and their psycho-social climate to affect sporting experience and behaviour. Further, moving beyond reporting RAEs in female sport to better isolate and confirm underlying causes will prove beneficial. Such work will likely inform the necessary interventions that attempt to remove RAEs and/or organisation/practitioner strategies mitigating their effects. To this end, a shift in research methodologies may also prove valuable, including qualitative investigations with sport stakeholders (e.g. athletes, coaches, parents, administrators) [20, 21, 96] to consider the influence of sport organisation processes and practitioner behaviours. Qualitative idiographic investigations examining child/athlete experiences within sporting structures at early and onward stages of participation would also strengthen understanding of how RAEs manifest and operate in the pre-maturational years.
Connected to early sporting experiences, the examination of dropout may also provide an additional perspective. Growth and particularly maturation (puberty onset and duration) may contribute differentially to dropout in each sex. The relatively younger (Q4) male individuals may disengage in greater numbers than Q1 peers, owing to the early emphasis on physical dominance and performance, which becomes exacerbated in the maturational years [46, 97] . Preliminary work in female athletes has been inconclusive, and the relevant factors involved may be different [46, 98] . For female individuals, entering maturation may be associated with negative outcomes (e.g. increased body mass-to-height ratio [41] ) impacting performance in particular contexts, and other psycho-social concerns (e.g. body image). Thus, longitudinal and multivariate studies of RAEs in terms of sport participation, dropout, and experiences are likely to be insightful. Recently, Sabiston and Pila [99] asked female adolescent sport participants to complete a questionnaire targeting their emotions and sport experience over 3 years. They identified that across tracking, 14% withdrew from all sporting participation and 58% disengaged from at least one sport. Negative body image emotions, derived from interactions with parents, coaches and peers, increased over the 3 years and were associated with lower commitment and enjoyment levels of their sport. Such work demonstrates how interactions between several biological, sport context/system and psycho-social factors are likely to affect individual sporting behaviour, whether in terms of early-age initiation, continued participation, or continued progressive involvement across athlete development stages.
Conclusions
Overall, RAEs have a consistent but likely small-to-moderate influence on female sport participation. Findings highlight the impact of interactions between athlete developmental stages, competition level, sport context demands and sociocultural factors on RAE magnitudes across and within female contexts. To reduce and eliminate RAE-related inequalities in female athletic development, direct policy, organisational and practitioner interventions are required.
